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Figure 1: (A) An input image and its semantic segmentation (object mask) obtained by RefineNet [LMSR17]. (B) Recolored images produced
by Photoshop’s variation tool. (C) Recolored images from our method that considers the color distribution of objects in the image.

Abstract
We present a method to perform automatic image recoloring based on the distribution of colors associated with objects present
in an image. For example, when recoloring an image containing a sky object, our method incorporates the observation that
objects of class ‘sky’ have a color distribution with three dominant modes for blue (daytime), yellow/red (dusk/dawn), and dark
(nighttime). Our work leverages recent deep-learning methods that can perform reasonably accurate object-level segmentation.
By using the images in datasets used to train deep-learning object segmentation methods, we are able to model the color distri-
bution of each object class in the dataset. Given a new input image and its associated semantic segmentation (i.e., object mask),
we perform color transfer to map the input image color histogram to a set of target color histograms that were constructed
based on the learned color distribution of the objects in the image. We show that our framework is able to produce compelling
color variations that are often more interesting and unique than results produced by existing methods.

1. Introduction and Related Work

Image recoloring aims to manipulate an image’s RGB color val-

ues to give it a new appearance that conveys a different look and

feel. Color manipulation for this purpose is achieved in different

ways, such as color transfer (e.g., [FPC∗16]), appearance transfer

(e.g., [LRT∗14]), and style transfer (e.g., [LPSB17]). Image editing

software, such as Photoshop, provides tools for automatic image re-

coloring as a way to provide users with interesting variations on an

input image. Fig. 1 shows a typical case of image recoloring, where

an input image is manipulated automatically to produce several re-

colored variations.

The vast majority of existing recoloring methods require a tar-

get image that is specified by the user (e.g., [FPC∗16, GEB16,

LPSB17]). There are several methods that perform automatic trans-

fer (e.g., [HZMH14,LSL∗16]). To the best of our knowledge, these

existing methods do not explicitly consider the objects present in

the image in the recoloring process. Such object-level semantic in-

formation can be useful in guiding the recoloring effort to produce

interesting and plausible variations on the input image. For exam-

ple, if the input image has a sky object, the recolored image should

exploit observations from the training data that a sky object can be

blue, but not green. Moreover, if the original input image already

has a sky object with a blue color appearance, we can use a dis-

similar color associated with the sky object class (e.g., a reddish

appearance) to provide more variety in the recolored results.

Contribution We propose a data-driven framework to automati-

cally recolor an input image that incorporates information about

the color distributions of objects present in the image. Specifically,

we show how to model the color distributions of different object

classes from thousands of images with labeled objects. Given a new

input image and its object segmentation, we outline a procedure

to produce a diverse set of recolored images. While this short pa-

per represents work in progress, we show that our results produce

compelling examples that provide more interesting variations than

existing methods.
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Figure 2: Our image recoloring framework. We use a deep-learning method to obtain the input image’s semantic segmentation as an object
mask. We generate a color distribution for each object as a color palette and select one object in the image as the primary object. Next, we
visit each cluster in the training images of the primary object class. For each cluster, we select an object instance with the most dissimilar
colors to our input object’s colors and add its colors to our target histogram. Within this same cluster, we search for the other (non-primary)
objects found in the input image and use the most dissimilar instance in the target histogram. Lastly, color transfer is applied to map the
input image to our generated target histogram. This is repeated for each cluster, producing several variations on the input image. The term
wobj refers to each object’s pixel ratio in the input image.

2. Our Method

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of our procedure. We start by describing the

data preparation followed by the details of our method.

2.1. Training Data

Our method requires a large source of images with labeled object

masks in order to build a color distribution for each class (type)

of objects. To this end, we use the MIT Scene Parsing Benchmark

(SPB) [ZZP∗17], which contains 20,210 images with pixel masks

for 150 different object classes.

For each object class b, we extract the RGB pixel values for all

object instances for this class in the training images. The object

class is represented as a set of color distributions Cb = {c(m)
b }M

m=1,

where M is the number of training images containing an instance

of the object of class b. An individual object instance’s color dis-

Training objects’ distribution of color distributions (DoD) Clustered ‘sky’ DoD

Sofa Sky SkyGrass

…

Figure 3: For each object class in our training data, we extract
each instance of an object of that class that appears in the train-
ing images and represent its color appearance as a distribution of
k colors in the form of a color palette. We then construct a distri-
bution of color distributions for each object class, termed a DoD
(distribution of color distributions). The DoD is computed by clus-
tering the color palettes into n clusters.

tribution c(i)b is modeled as a color palette, with k colors, generated

by the method proposed in [CFL∗15]. The color palette represen-

tation also maintains the ratio of the number of pixels associated

with each color in the palette.

We use the set Cb to build a “distribution of color distributions”

(DoD) for each object class b. The DoD of an object b is generated

by calculating the earth mover’s distance (EMD) [RTG00] between

each pair of color palettes c(i)b and {c( j)
b }M

j=1 of object instances,

where i = [1, ...,M] and j �= i. Based on the EMDs between all

color distributions in Cb, we generate n clusters of the color distri-

butions using an agglomerative (bottom-up) hierarchical clustering

with Ward’s minimum variance [WJ63].

By clustering all individual objects in the training images of ob-

ject class b based on their color palettes, each object instance asso-

ciated with a cluster shares a similar overall color appearance. Fig.

3 shows a visualization of this clustering procedure. Within each

cluster, we maintain a list of all other objects that appeared in the

training images. This latter point is important as it gives us a way to
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Figure 4: For each cluster of the primary object, we search for the
most dissimilar training samples (highlighted with red borders) of
the input image’s semantic objects.
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Algorithm 1 Given an input image I and its object mask M, we

generate n recolored images {Ri}n
i=1.

procedure RECOLORING

p← select the primary object

for each object j in M, do:

cinput
obj j
← get color palette (CP) of object j in I

end
for each training cluster i of primary object p, do:

H(i)← {} � Initialize empty target histogram

for each object j in M, do:

if Cclust(i)
obj j

is emtpy, then
Sobj j

← Iobj j
� Original input object pixels

else
dobj j

← calculate EMD between cinput
obj j

and CPs in Cclust(i)
obj j

Sobj j
← retrieve training sample with max value in dobj j

end
H(i)

obj j
← generate color histogram of Sobj j

.

H(i)← add H(i)
obj j

to H(i) .

end
Ri← color mapping

(
Hinput,H(i)

)

end

find other objects that have appeared in the images for a particular

object class b.

2.2. Recoloring Procedure

Given an input image I, we compute its semantic object mask

M using RefineNet [LMSR17]. Note that this mask can be noisy

(i.e., RefineNet reports∼ 0.79 pixel-wise accuracy rate on the SPB

dataset). The objects in I are ranked based on each object’s pixel ra-

tio in I (wobj) and the ratio of the training samples with that object

class (robj) in the training dataset. Both of these terms are normal-

ized to range between 0 and 1. We select the primary object p as

the object with the maximum score wobjp
+ robjp

.

For the primary object and all other objects in I, we compute

their color distributions (i.e., a color palette with associated pixel

weights). We then visit each cluster of the primary object’s class as

described in Sec. 2.1. Within a cluster, we find the most dissimi-

lar object instance based on the EMD of the primary object’s color

palette and each example in the cluster. The colors of this dissimilar

object instance are added to the target histogram. Within the same

cluster, this procedure is repeated for all other objects present in the

image. Again, we seek the most dissimilar color palette to the in-

put image’s object within the cluster using the EMD metric. Fig. 4

provides an illustrative example. These dissimilar colors from the

training data are added to the target histogram. If an object found

in the input image does not exist in a cluster, we copy the input

object’s colors to the target histogram. Note that the construction

of the target histogram was performed by a weighted summation

based on each object’s pixel ratio in I. We have purposely chosen

to use objects with the most dissimilar colors to provide notably

different recolored images; however, we note the criteria for se-

lecting target object instances can be adjusted to employ different

strategies.

Once a target histogram has been constructed, we map the in-

put histogram to the target histogram. This mapping produces the

recolored result. In our experiments, we used the method by Pitie

and Kokaram [PK07] to transfer the input image’s color histogram

to the target color histogram. Then, we scale any out-of-gamut pix-

els to fall in the range [0-255].

The procedure described above is repeated for each cluster in the

primary object’s class, producing n output images. Alg. 1 provides

pseudocode for our procedure.

3. Results

In our experiments, the number of clusters used in the DoD is set

to n = 20, the input and target color histogram bins are resized

to resolution 32×32×32, and our color palettes are fixed to have

k = 20 colors. We show color palettes with three colors in Fig. 2

and Fig. 3 to simplify the visualization.

Fig. 5 shows comparisons between results of our method and

three other methods. The first method [LRT∗14] was proposed to

transfer the appearance of outdoor images to different scene appear-

ances specified by a set of attributes selected by the user. The sec-

ond method [LSL∗16] is an auto color/style transfer method which

employs deep features extracted from a pre-trained convolutional

neural network (CNN) on the ImageNet dataset [DDS∗09] in or-

der to produce content-aware color stylization. The third method

[LPSB17] is a CNN-based method which requires a reference im-

age in order to transfer its style to the input image. The results show

that our method produces compelling results without requiring any

user interaction or reference images. Additional qualitative results

are shown in Fig. 6.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed an automated data-driven method to generate

recolored images. Our method leverages semantic object informa-

tion of the input image and these objects’ associated color distri-

butions that have been modeled from thousands of training images.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method on sev-

eral input images and compare our results with other strategies to

produce color variations.

In line with the short paper theme, the proposed framework rep-

resents a work in progress. Our plan for future work is to find a

more suitable means to perform color transfer based on the gen-

erated target histograms. Other directions include increasing the

number of training images and the semantic objects and examin-

ing other methods to model the color distributions.
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Figure 5: Comparisons with existing style transfer methods. For each input image (first column), we show results of other methods (second
column) and our results (third column). The other methods are: (A) appearance transfer [LRT∗14], (B) auto content-aware color and tone
stylization [LSL∗16], and (C) a reference-based deep style transfer [LPSB17].
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Figure 6: Qualitative results of the proposed method. (A) Input im-
age. (B) Four examples of our recolored images.
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